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a b s t r a c t

An explicit time integrator without the CFL < 1 restriction for the momentum equation is presented. This
allows stable large time-steps in problems dominated by convection, independently of the spatial discret-
ization.

The idea is to use the information existing at time t ! tn in the velocity streamlines as well as in the
acceleration streamlines to update the particle position as well as the velocity in an updated Lagrangian
frame. The method may be used with moving or fixed meshes.

! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main target of this work is to look for algorithms to simu-
late CFD problems as fast as possible, improving the current perfor-
mance of general-purpose commercial codes. This goal does not
mean yet obtaining Real Time CFD solution but this goal is on this
way, with the aim of changing days of simulations for hours of
simulations making feasible the present challenging demands of
engineering design.

Even though implicit time integration schemes are preferred in
the literature against explicit ones, the latter are in a better
position attending to the present of hardware technology that is
oriented to the usage of general purpose graphic processor units
(GPGPU).

On the other hand it is not obvious that an Eulerian approach is
better in terms of efficiency and accuracy than a Lagrangian one. At
least in this paper we try to put into question this asseveration.

One of the main drawbacks of the explicit integration using an
Eulerian formulation is the restricted stability of the solution with
the time steps and the spatial discretization [1,2]. For the incom-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations, it is well known that the time
step to be used in the solution of the momentum equations is
stable only for time steps smaller than two critical values: the

Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number and the Fourier number.
The first one concerns the convective terms and the second one
the diffusive ones. Both numbers must be less than one to have sta-
ble algorithms. For convection dominant problems like high Rey-
nolds number flows, the condition CFL < 1 becomes crucial and
limits the use of explicit methods or makes the solution scheme
far from being efficient.

The possibility to perform parallel processing and the recent
upcoming of new processors like GPGPU [3] increase the possibil-
ities of the explicit integration in time due to the facility to paral-
lelize explicit methods having results with speed-up closed to one.

Although the incompressible condition cannot be solved explic-
itly, except by introducing a small compressibility in the flow, the
momentum conservation equations with an explicit integration to-
gether with a parallel processing may reduce drastically the com-
puting time to solve the whole problem provided that a large
time step may be preserved independently to the discretization
in space. This paper is concerned with this objective: to perform
explicit integration of the momentum equations without the
CFL < 1 restriction.

Over the last 30 years, computer simulation of incompressible
flows has been mainly based on the Eulerian formulation of the
fluid mechanics equations on continuous domains [4]. However,
with this formulation, it is still difficult to analyze large 3D prob-
lems in which the shape of the free-surfaces or internal interfaces
changes continuously [5] or in fluid–structure interactions where
complex contact problems are involved. In all these problems the
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computing time is sometimes so high that makes the method
unpractical.

Standard formulations to solve the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations may be split in two classes. In a first class there
are those methods in which all the equations (momentum and
mass conservation) are solved together. An implicit integration in
time is performed in both the momentum equations and the mass
balance equation. They are called Monolithic Methods. In a second-
class we find those methods called Fractional-Step Methods, or
Pressure-Segregation Methods [6,7] because they solve the prob-
lem in two steps: one explicit or implicit step for the momentum
equations and a second implicit step for the mass balance equa-
tion. The advantage of monolithic methods is the possibility to
have stable solutions with large time steps. Their main disadvan-
tage is the need to solve very large non-linear system of ill-condi-
tioned coupled equations. On the other hand, the big advantage of
explicit integration is the simplicity and the scalability in parallel
processors. Until now, the big disadvantage was to be conditionally
stable for relative small time steps and also to have stability with
spatial discretization dependency.

In this paper we will present a pressure-segregation method
with an explicit time integrator without the CFL restriction. This al-
lows large time steps independent of the spatial discretization hav-
ing equal or better precision than implicit integration.

The idea is to use the information we have at time t ! tn in
the velocity streamlines as well as in the acceleration streamlines
to update the particle position as well as the velocity in a
Lagrangian frame. The method may be used with moving or fixed
meshes.

2. Explicit integration following the velocity and the
acceleration streamlines

Let xp be the vector defining the position of a particle in a 3D
space, function of the time t that we will write for simplicity xt

p.
At time t ! tn we will write xn

p , at time t ! tn " Dt ! tn"1 we will
write xn"1

p and in general, in any time between t ! tn and t ! tn"1

we will write xn"t
p .

Let Vn"t#xn"t
p $ and An"t#xn"t

p $ vectors defining the velocity and
the acceleration respectively of a particle xp at any time tn"t

Vn"t#xn"t
p $ !

Dxn"t
p

Dt ; #a$

An"t#xn"t
p $ !

DVn"t#xn"t
p $

Dt ; #b$

8
<

: #2:1$

where D/
Dt represents the material (Lagrangian) derivative in time of

any function /. The material derivative is connected with the spatial
derivative by the convective terms:

D/
Dt
! @/
@t
" Vi

@/
@xi
! @/
@t
" VTr/:

In all initial value problems like the transient Navier–Stokes
equations, the time solution of a problem consists in: knowing
all the variables at time t ! tn, find the same variables at time
t ! tn"1. In other words, to integrate in time Eqs. (2.1)(a) and (b):

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vs#xs
p$ds; #a$

Vn"t#xn"t
p $ ! Vn#xn

p$ "
R n"t

n As#xs
p$ds: #b$

(
#2:2$

The accuracy of the results will depend to a great extent in the
accuracy of the discretization of the velocity and acceleration in
the space, but also in the approximation introduced in the integra-
tion of Eqs. (2.2)(a) and (b). In this paper we will be concerned with
the time integration only, being possible to use any space discret-
ization to achieve analogous results.

2.1. Time integration of the velocity

Eq. (2.2)(a) may be approximated in different ways. The sim-
plest one is the constant velocity explicit integration in which
the velocity is considered constant in the whole time interval with
the value of the velocity at the initial position:

xn"1
p % xn

p " Vn#xn
p$Dt: #2:3$

Another possibility is the linear velocity implicit integration in
which the velocity is considered with a linear variation between
tn and tn"1:

xn"1
p % xn

p " Vn#xn
p$#1& h$Dt " Vn"1#xn"1

p $hDt #2:4$

with h being a parameter varying between 0 (explicit) and 1 (fully
implicit).

The difficulty of (2.4) is the fact that velocity Vn"1 is unknown.
This means that is part of the variables to be solved. For this reason
implicit methods introduce a non-linear system of equation.

The question is: are there other explicit formulations better
than the constant velocity approximation used in (2.3)? Of course
there are. We can use previous time steps, like tn&1; tn&2, etc. to
approximate high order time curves. We propose here a different
way to improve the explicit integration. The idea is to use the
velocity streamlines obtained at time step tn to approximate the fi-
nal position of a particle xn"1

p .
Let then

xn"t
p % yn"t

p ! xn
p "

Z n"t

n
Vn#xs

p$ds: #2:5$

Eq. (2.5) is explicit because we are using only information at
time step tn. In this case we are not using either a constant or linear
approximation of the velocity field. We are using the same high
order approximation the velocity field has at time tn. The only
difference with the exact integration (2.2)(a) is that here we are
performing the integral (inside each time step) following a pseudo
trajectory of the particles calculated with the velocity streamline,
instead of following the true trajectory (Fig. 2.1). It must be noted
that in the stationary case, the particle position evaluated with the
velocity streamlines and the trajectory are coincident. This time
integration will be named Explicit Integration following the Velocity
Streamlines (X-IVS).

Once discretized, Eq. (2.5) may be integrated analytically or
using any standard time integration scheme like explicit Runge–
Kutta or dividing the integration domain in subdomains. In the
examples presented in Section 10, Eq. (2.5) was integrated analyt-
ically. The way to integrate analytically Eq. (2.5) inside each trian-
gular element is explained in the Annex.

2.2. Time integration of the acceleration

In classical explicit integration, Eq. (2.2)(b) is replaced by:

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ " An#xn
p$Dt: #2:6$

Fig. 2.1. Integration following the Velocity Streamlines.
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The value of Xn"1
p may be evaluated with any of the possibility de-

scribed before:

(a) the fully explicit case, that is using (2.3), reduce to:

xn"1
p % xn

p " Vn#xn
p$Dt;

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ " An#xn
p$Dt;

(
#2:7$

(b) the X-IVS case, that is using (2.5), remains:

xn"1
p % xn

p "
R n"1

n Vn#xt
p$dt;

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ " An#xn
p$Dt:

(
#2:8$

In implicit (linear) integration Eq. (2.2)(b) is replaced by

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ " An#xn
p$#1& h$Dt " An"1#xn"1

p $hDt; #2:9$

which also may be used with any of the previous time integrations
for the particle position.

However, we will propose something new for evaluating the
velocity: the idea proposed in (2.5) may be also used for the accel-
eration. That is, for improving the time integration of the accelera-
tion while remaining explicit in time. This means to approximate
Eq. (2.2)(b) by:

Vn"t#xn"t
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ "
Z n"t

n
An#xs

p$ds: #2:10$

Eq. (2.10) represents an integration following the acceleration
streamlines (see Fig. 2.2) obtained at time tn. This may be solved
using any of the particle position integrations described before.
For consistence, we will use the X-IVS method described in (2.5):

xn"t
p % xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

Vn"t#xn"t
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ "
R n"t

n An#xs
p$ds:

(

#2:11$

We must note that Eq. (2.11) are still explicit because they are
using the velocity and acceleration at time tn (Fig. 2.2). Neverthe-
less, any constant or linear variation in time neither the velocity
nor the acceleration are assumed as is the standard assumption
in classical explicit or implicit integration scheme. This approach
will be named Explicit Integration following the Velocity and Acceler-
ation Streamlines (X-IVAS). Eq. (2.11) may be integrated explicitly
using any standard integration technique like dividing the domain
of integration in subdomains or using an analytical solution. The
way to integrate analytically Eq. (2.11) inside each triangular
element is explained in the Annex.

Another possibility to perform the integration is via the so-
called Characteristic Methods [8,9]. We can summarize the method
using h ! 1 in (2.9):

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ % Vn#xn

p$ " An"1#xn"1
p $Dt #2:12$

and then evaluating the term Vn xn
p

! "
by backward integration over

the streamlines of Eq. (2.3):

xn"1&t
p % xn"1

p "
Z n"1&t

n"1
Vn xs

p

! "
ds: #2:13$

Finally the value of Vn xn
p

! "
is obtained by interpolating the

velocity Vn at the position xn
p.

It must be noted that in spite of the similarity of idea between
the Characteristic Methods and the X-IVAS method presented here,
the concept and the results are totally different. The Characteristic
Method is a X-IVS integration with an implicit integration of the
acceleration for h ! 1. Therefore, the velocity is not integrated
following the acceleration streamline and, furthermore, the need
of an interpolation over the velocity field to evaluate Vn xn

p

! "

introduces important errors as shown in the examples.

3. Eulerian versus Lagrangian time integration errors

It is interesting to compare the Eulerian time integration with
the Lagrangian one following the streamlines. For this purpose,
we start with the well-known definition of material derivative:

DV
Dt
! @V
@t
" VTrV: #3:1$

This equality is exact at the continuous level #Dt ! 0$ but intro-
duces different errors for Dt – 0, in particular, for large time steps.

Following the definition of derivative we can write for the
Lagrangian form:

DV
Dt
! lim

Dt!0

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ & Vn#xn

p$
Dt

 !
: #3:2$

In the same way, for the Eulerian form using the mean value
theorem:

@V
@t
" VTrV ! lim

Dt!0

Vn"1#x$ & Vn#x$
Dt

" Vn"h1Dt#x$rVn"h1Dt#x$

" #

;

#3:3$

where h1 has some value between 0 and 1.
In order to compare the Langrangian formulation with the Eule-

rian one, the spatial coordinate x will be taken coincident with the
particle position at time t ! tn. This means x ! xn

p.
At a fixed time t ! tn"1 we can write using the mean value

theorem:

Vn"1#xn"1
p $

Dt
! Vn"1#x$ " DxTrVn"1#x" h2Dx$

Dt
; #3:4$

where h2 has some value between 0 and 1.
Replacing (3.4) in (3.2) we have the Lagrangian approximation

for the acceleration in case of a finite time step:

DV
Dt
%

Vn"1#x$ & Vn#x$
Dt

" Vn"1#x" h2Dx$rVn"1#x" h2Dx$

" #

; #3:5$

that may be compared with the Eulerian approximation:

@V
@t
" VTrV % Vn"1#x$ & Vn#x$

Dt

 !
" Vn"h1Dt#x$rVn"h1Dt#x$: #3:6$

Note that:

Vn"1#x" h2Dx$– Vn"h1Dt#x$; rVn"1#x" h2Dx$–rVn"h1Dt#x$:
#3:7$

They are equal only in the limit when Dt ! 0.
Eq. (3.6) shows that in the Eulerian formulation the velocity at

the final position is replaced by a formula that approximate this
velocity with the gradient of the velocity at the initial position. It
is clear that this approximation may introduce large errors forFig. 2.2. Integration following the Acceleration Streamlines.
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large time step increments (see Fig. 3.2). It must be noted that for
h1 ! 0 (explicit) the approximation may be still worse because the
final velocity is approximated with the velocity gradient at time tn.

In the Lagrangian formulation following the streamlines, the
velocity at the final position is evaluated using (2.10). The error in
the integration is not any more a function of the derivative of the
velocity at the initial position. Also, the integration of the accelera-
tion is not performed using a constant acceleration, nor throughout
a linear one but throughout a streamline which may have a compli-
cated shape. The error is proportional to the distance between the
stationary case and the transient one (see Fig. 3.3) and can be
bounded for a variable Dt as it will be explained in the next section.

4. Error estimation and variable time step

Following the streamlines instead of following the trajectory
introduces at each time step an error that can be estimated as:

ep !
1
l

xn"1
p & yn"1

p

! "
! 1

l

Z n"1

n
Vs xs

p

! "
& Vn ys

p

! "h i
ds; #4:1$

where xp and yp represent the trajectory (Eq. (2.2a)) and the stream-
lines (Eq. (2.5)) respectively and l some characteristic length of the
problem involved.

Taking into account that (4.1) is the area involved between the
trajectory and the streamline we can write:

ep %
Dt
2l

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ & Vn yn"1

p

! "h i

% Dt
2l

Vn"1 yn"1
p

! "
& Vn yn"1

p

! "h i
: #4:2$

The total error in the entire domain X may be evaluated by

e ! 1
X

Z

X
jepjdX % 1

X

XN

j!1

jepjXj; #4:3$

where Xj is the action domain of each particle or node in such way
that

XN

j!1

Xj ! X: #4:4$

Then,

e % 1
X

XN

j!1

Dt
2l

Vn"1#yn"1
j $ & Vn yn"1

j

! "###
###Xj

! Dt
2lX

XN

j!1

Vn"1 xj
$ %
& Vn#xj$

###
###Xj: #4:5$

Defining an admissible error eA for a given problem, the maxi-
mum time step at each time instant to preserve approximately
the same error must be:

Dt <
2lXeAPN

j!1jV
n"1#xj$ & Vn#xj$jXj

: #4:6$

Eq. (4.6) provides a very easy way to evaluate the time step to
preserve an approximately equal admissible error eA. For this pur-
pose, we need to assess at each fixed point in space, the variation of
the velocity jVn"1#x$j & Vn#xj$j.

5. The explicit integration following the velocity and
acceleration streamlines for the convection–diffusion equation

In order to test the validity of the X-IVAS method, we will start
with the scalar convection–diffusion equation:

@T
@t
" VTrT ! r ' #jrT$ " Q in an Eulerian frame #5:1$

and

DT
Dt
! r ' #jrT$ " Q in a Lagrangian frame: #5:2$

For a finite time step both equations become:

Tn"1#x$ ! Tn#x$ "
Z n"1

n
f&VTrTt#x$ "r ' (jrTt#x$) " Qt#x$g)dt

#5:3$
Fig. 3.2. Error in the Eulerian estimation of the velocity at the final position.

Fig. 3.3. Errors in the Lagrangian estimation of the velocity at the final position.

Fig. 3.1. Evaluation of the velocity in the final position.
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in the Eulerian version and

Tn"1#xn"1
p $ ! Tn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n fr ' jrTt xt
p

! "h i
" Qt xt

p

! "
gdt;

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vs#xs
p$ds

8
<

:

#5:4$

in the Lagrangian frame.
The explicit integration of the convection–diffusion equation in

the Eulerian version is:

Tn"1#x$ ! Tn#x$ " f&VTrTn#x$ "r ' (jrTn#x$) " Q n#x$gDt #5:5$

and the implicit h version reads:

Tn"1#x$ ! Tn#x$ " f&VTrTn"h#x$ "r ' (jrTn"h#x$) " Q n"h#x$gDt:

#5:6$

In the convection–diffusion equation, the acceleration vector is
not present, but the term DT

Dt has the form of an acceleration. Using
the previous ideas of the X-IVAS method the following explicit
integration is proposed for the convection–diffusion equations
using a Lagrangian frame:

Tn"1#xn"1
p $ ! Tn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n r ' jrTn xt
p

! "h i
" Q n xt

p

! "n o
dt;

xt
p ! xn

p "
R t

n Vn#xs
p$ds:

8
<

:

#5:7$

Note that both equations are totally explicit.

6. The explicit integration following the velocity and
acceleration streamlines for the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations

In the Navier–Stokes equation, the acceleration is obtained from
the momentum conservation equation:

At xt
p

! "
! 1

qt xt
p

! " r * rt xt
p

! "
" bt xt

p

! "h i
#6:1$

with the stress tensor

rt xt
p

! "
! st xt

p

! "
& pt xt

p

! "
I #6:2$

and the deviatoric tensor

st xt
p

! "
! l rVt xt

p

! "
"rT Vt xt

p

! "h i
; #6:3$

where q is the density, l the viscosity, p the pressure, b a volumet-
ric force and I the identity tensor.

The mass conservation reads

@qt xt
p

! "

@t
"r * qt xt

p

! "
Vt xt

p

! "h i
! 0: #6:4$

For an incompressible flow:

qt xt
p

! "
! q#xp$ ! qp ! cte – 0 #6:5$

and then (6.4) has the single form:

r * Vt xt
p

! "
! 0: #6:6$

Using the X-IVAS method presented before, the Navier–Stokes
equations between two times tn and tn"1 reads:

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! Vn#xn

p$ " 1
qp

R n"1
n r * rn xt

p

! "
" bn xt

p

! "h i
dt:

8
<

: #6:7$

Eq. (6.7) is explicit not only for the velocity terms but also for the
pressure. As explained before, for incompressible flows the pressure
must remain implicit in order that the time integration scheme
remains unconditionally stable. For this reason, we will slightly
modify (6.7) in order to allow the pressure to remain implicit. In fact
the method will not be anymore a fully explicit integration, but will
be a semi-explicit (or semi-implicit) method. However, we will
continuous calling the method X-IVAS in order to emphasize the
explicit feature of the momentum equation and the integration over
the streamlines for both the velocity and the acceleration.

The new semi-explicit integration scheme is:

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ !Vn#xn

p$" 1
qp

R n"1
n r *sn xt

p

! "
&rpt xt

p

! "
"bn xt

p

! "h i
dt

8
<

:

#6:8$

in the second equation of (6.8) we remark the implicit term for the
pressure, i.e.:
Z n"1

n
rpt xt

p

! "h i
dt: #6:9$

This term will be split in the following way:
Z n"1

n
rpt xt

p

! "h i
dt !

Z n"1

n
rpn xt

p

! "
"r dp xt

p

! "h in o
dt #6:10$

with

dp xt
p

! "
! pt xt

p

! "
& pn xt

p

! "
: #6:11$

In order to solve separately the pressure field from the velocity
field, we will use a Pressure Segregation Method as the Fractional
Step Method (FSM) [6,7]. Then the second equation of (6.8) will
be split in the following two ones:

V
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! Vn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n
1
qp
r * sn xt

p

! "
&rpn xt

p

! "
" bn xt

p

! "n o
dt;

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! V

_
n"1#xn"1

p $ &
R n"1

n
1
qp
r dp xt

p

! "h in o
dt:

8
><

>:

#6:12$

The integral in the second equation, that is the term used for the
stabilization of the pressure integration in time, will be approxi-
mated by a fully implicit backward integration scheme:

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! V

_
n"1#xn"1

p $ & 1
qp
r dp xn"1

p

! "h iDt
2
: #6:13$

Applying the divergence operator to both sides of (6.14) and
taking into account (6.6) gives:

r * V
_

n"1 xn"1
p

! "
! r * 1

qp
r dp xn"1

p

! "h i( )
Dt
2
: #6:14$

Then the three step FSM using the X-IVAS technique remains:

Step I: Evaluate explicitly the velocity V
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ and the new

particle position xn"t
p

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

qpV
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! qpVn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n r * sn xt
p

! "n

&rpn xt
p

! "
" bn xt

p

! "o
dt:

8
>>>><

>>>>:

#6:15$

Step II: Solve implicitly the Laplace equation to obtain the pres-
sure increase dp xn"1

p

! "

r * V
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! r * 1

qp
r dp xn"1

p

! "h i( )
Dt
2
: #6:16$
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Step III: Evaluate the new incompressible velocity Vn"1 xn"1
p

! "
and

pressure pn"1 xn"1
p

! "

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! V

_
n"1#xn"1

p $ & 1
qp
r dp xn"1

p

! "h iDt
2
; #6:17$

pn"1 xn"1
p

! "
! pn xn"1

p

! "
" dp xn"1

p

! "
: #6:18$

7. Spatial discretization of the convection–diffusion equation
using the X-IVAS method

Lagrangian formulations are more naturally solved using mov-
ing meshes, this is the case of Particle Methods like SPH [10] or
PFEM [11,12], but may be also solved using fixed meshes as in
the case of MPM [13], or PFEM-2 as it will be explained in the sec-
ond part of this section.

7.1. Discretization with moving meshes

At each time step a new mesh is generated with the position of
the particles. Let Meshn be the coordinates and the connectivity of a
mesh at time t ! tn. The temperature at the nodes of the mesh is
known from previous time steps.

Inside each element, the spatial approximation of the tempera-
ture is:

Tn#x$ ! ~NnT#x$~Tn; #7:1$

where ~NnT#x$ represent the vector containing the standard continu-
ous FEM shape functions and ~Tn the vector with the local values of
the temperature at time t ! tn.

The term r ' jrTn Xt
p

! "h i
in (5.4), will be discretized continu-

ously through the domain with the same shape functions used
for the temperature:

r ' (jrTn#x$) ! gn#x$ ! ~NnT#x$~gn; #7:2$

where ~gn represent the vector containing the local value of the

r ' jDTn xt
p

! "h i
function.

To evaluate gnwe will use the same approximation used in
standard FEM, that is:
Z

Xn

~Nn#x$fr ' (jrTn#x$) & ~NnT#x$~gngdX ! 0: #7:3$

Integrating by part the first term:

&
Z

Xn
r~Nnjr~NnT
n o

dX~Tn &
Z

C

~NnqndC&
Z

X

~Nn~NnT dX~gn ! 0;

#7:4$

where qn is the known flux in the direction of the external normal n
to the boundary C:

qn ! &jrTnn: #7:5$

Finally the value of ~gn remains:

~gn ! #M
!

n$&1#K
!

n~Tn "~qn$ #7:6$

and

gn#x$ ! ~NnT#x$#M
!

n$&1#K
!

n~Tn "~qn$; #7:7$

where M
!

n;K
!

n and ~qn are the standard mass matrix, stiffness matrix
and imposed flux vector defined in FEM built with Meshn.

M
!

n !
Z

X

~Nn~NnT dX; K
!

n !
Z

Xn
fr~Nnjr~NnTgdX; ~qn !

Z

r

~NnqndC:

#7:8$

The mass matrix may be lumped, as it is usual in explicit
methods.

The X-IVAS method for one time step may be summarized
as:

~gn ! #M
!

n$&1#K
!

n~Tn "~qn$;
xt

p ! xn
p "

R t
n Vn#xs

p$ds;

Tn"1#xn"1
p $ ! Tn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "n o
dt~gn "

R n"1
n Q n xt

p

! "
dt;

with xn"1
p generate a new mesh:

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

#7:9$

Note 1: all the time integrals in (7.9) may be evaluated by differ-
ent methods. For linear shape function elements may be evaluated
analytically inside each finite element. May also be evaluated
dividing the time step Dt in small sub-step dt. This is not an expen-
sive operation taking into account that computations are explicit
and then each particle may be evaluated separately from each
other using a parallel computer.

Note 2: On the boundaries CT where the temperature is
known (Dirichlet boundary conditions), it is also known the
temperature time derivative. Let us call it DT

Dt

##
CT

. On these bound-
aries, it is necessary to impose the value of gjCT

such that:
g ! DT

Dt & Q on CT .

7.2. Discretization with a fixed mesh

Lagrangian formulations may be also solved with fixed meshes.
The idea is the following. Once the temperature at the new position
Tn"1#xn"1

p $ has been found by solving the Lagrangian equation, we
project the temperature results on a fixed or background mesh.
In order to avoid artificial numerical diffusion of the results due
to the projection, many particles are needed around each node of
the fixed mesh. For this reason, we will change the strategy from
the previous moving mesh method.

Suppose we have a fixed mesh, and inside each element we
have several particles that can move in the entire domain in a
Lagrangian way. See Fig. 7.1. At the beginning of each time step
we know the temperature at the node mesh and also at the internal
particles. Once the algorithm explained before is applied to all the
particles to obtain Tn"1#xn"1

p $, we project on the fixed mesh nodes

Fig. 7.1. Fixed mesh and Lagrangian moving particles.
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this temperature using an assembly of all the particles surrounding
each mesh node.

The fixed mesh X-IVAS algorithm is:

~gn ! #M
!
$&1 K

!
~Tn "~qn

& '
;

xt
p ! xn

p "
R t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

Tn"1#xn"1
p $ ! Tn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n f ~NT#xt
p$gdt ~gn "

R n"1
n Qn#xt

p$dt;

project Tn"1#xn"1
p $ on the fixed mesh:

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

#7:10$
Note that now the shape functions (and then the mass matrix

and the stiffness matrix) are constant. We do not need to generate
a new mesh at each time step. Instead, we need to use many par-
ticles to avoid numerical diffusion. Nevertheless, the big advantage
of X-IVAS method in this case, compared with other Eulerian fixed
mesh methods, is that the integration is explicit with no time step
limit due to the CFL condition. For this reason the incorporation of
many particles should not change the computing time if a parallel
computation is performed.

8. Spatial discretization of the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations using the X-IVAS method

As in the previous section we can divide the algorithms into
moving mesh and fixed mesh ones. However, for simplicity we will
describe only the moving mesh algorithm and the other may be
easily obtained with the same ideas previously described, that
means: many particle at each element and projection on a fixed
mesh at the end of each time step.

We have a mesh meshn at time t ! tn and in this mesh we define
the approximation on the each component of the velocity field and
the pressure using the FEM shape functions:

Vn
i #x$ ! ~NnT

i #x$~V
n
i ; pn#x$ ! ~NnT

p #x$~p
n; #8:1$

where Vn
i represent the ‘‘i’’ component of the velocity field at time

t ! tn and ~NnT
i the transpose vector of the shape functions at the

same time step.
In the three component of velocity (8.1) reads:

Vn#x$ ! ~NnT#x$~Vn: #8:2$

Starting with first step of the FSM, the terms r ' fl#x$
(rVn#x$ "rT Vn#x$)g and rpn#x$ in (6.13) will be approximated
in a continuous field and each component will be called gn

i #x$
and pn

i #x$ respectively, such that:

gn
i #x$ ! ~NnT

i #x$~g
n
i and pn

i ! ~NnT
i ~pn

i ; #8:3$

where~gn
i and ~pn

i represent the vectors containing the local values of
the functions at the nodes of the component ‘‘i’’. In the three com-
ponents (8.3) reads: gn#x$ ! ~NnT#x$~gn and Pn ! ~NnT~Pn respectively.

To evaluate~gn
i and ~pn

i we will use the same approximation used
in the standard FEM, that is:
Z

Xn

~Nn#x$fr ' l#x$(rVn#x$ "rT Vn#x$) & ~NnT#x$~gngdX ! 0 #8:4$

and
Z

Xn

~Nn#x$frpn & ~NnT#x$~PngdX ! 0: #8:5$

Integrating by parts the first term in both Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5):

&
Z

Xn
r~Nnl(r~NnT "rT~NnT )
n o

dX ~Vn

"
Z

C

~NnqndC&
Z

X

~Nn~NnT dX ~gn ! 0 #8:6$

and

&
Z

Xn
r~Nn~NnT

p )
n o

dX ~pn "
Z

C

~NnpnI n dC&
Z

X

~Nn~NnT dX ~Pn ! 0;

#8:7$

we obtain:

~gn & ~Pn ! #M
!

n$&1#K
!

n~Vn & B
!

n~pn &~rn$ #8:8$

with

K
!

n !
Z

Xn
r~Nnl(r~NnT "rT~NnT )
n o

dX; #8:9$

M
!

n !
Z

X

~Nn~NnT dX; #8:10$

B
!

n !
Z

Xn
r~Nn~NnT

p dX #8:11$

and

~rn !
Z

C

~NnqndC&
Z

C

~NnpnIn dC!
Z

C

~Nn(l#rVn"rT Vn$&pnI)n dC;

qn !l#rVn"rT Vn$n:
#8:12$

Then, after discretization in space, the first step of the FSM (Eq.
(6.16)) will read:

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n
~NnT #xs

p$ds ~Vn ;

qpV
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! qpVn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "
dt ~gn &

R n"1
n

~NnT xt
p

! "
dt ~Pn "

R n"1
n bn xt

p

! "
dt:

8
<

:

#8:13$

It is necessary at this step to evaluate (before changing the

mesh), vector. ~pn xn"1
p

! "
This vector will be useful later.

Note 1: same consideration as above in Note 1 of Section 7.
Note 2: On the boundaries CV where the velocity is known

(Dirichlet boundary conditions), it is also known the acceleration.
Let us call it DV

Dt

##
CV

. On these boundaries, it is necessary to impose
the value of #g&P$jCV

such that: g&P ! q DV
Dt & b on CV .

After the first step, we move the nodes to the new position xn"1
p

and we generate a new mesh meshn+1 (or we project the V
_

n"1 xn"1
p

! "

on the old mesh in the case of a fixed mesh method).
The next step is to solve implicitly (Eq. (6.17)). Using a classical

FEM approximation reads:
Z

Xn!1

~Nn"1
p r * V̂n"1#xn"1$dX

&
Z n"1

X

~Nn"1
p r *

Dt
2q#xn"1$

r(dq#xn"1$)
( )

dX ! 0: #8:14$

The field dp#xn"1
p $ will be also discretized with the same FEM

shape functions:

dp#xn"1$ ! pn"1#xn"1$ & pn#xn"1$ ! ~N#n"1$T
p #x$d~pn"1: #8:15$

Integrating by parts both terms in (8.14) gives:

&
Z

Xn"1
r~Nn"1

p
~N#n"1$T dX~̂Vn"1 "

Z

Xn"1
r~Nn"1

p
Dt

2q#x$
r~N#n"1$T

p dXd~pn"1

"
Z

CV

~Nn"1
p Vn"1dC ! 0 #8:16$

or in matrix form:

&B
!

n"1~̂Vn"1 " L
!

n"1 Dt
2q#x$

 !
d~pn"1 " ~Vn"1 ! 0 #8:17$
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with

B
!

n"1 !
Z

Xn"1
r~Nn"1

p
~N#n"1$T

p dX; #8:18$

L
!

n"1 Dt
2q#x$

 !
!
Z

Xn"1
r~Nn"1

p
Dt

2q#x$
r~N#n"1$T

p dX; #8:19$

~Vn"1 !
Z

CV

~Nn"1
p Vn"1dC !

Z

CV

~Nn"1
p V̂n"1 & hDt

q#x$
r#dp$ * n

" #
dC: #8:20$

It must be noted the integration by parts of the first term in
(8.14). This integration allows us have as natural boundary condi-
tion the term

R
Cv
~Nn"1

p Vn"1dC ! 0 which is the standard boundary
condition in confined flows.

Despite the momentum equations do not need any spatial sta-
bilization in the Lagrangian formulation, Eq. (8.17) must be stabi-
lized in space for equal order velocity–pressure formulations like
this one. Any space stabilization method may be used giving, in
general, a term like sS

!
n"1~pn"1#xn"1

p $ that must be added to (8.17)
[14]:

L
!

n"1 Dt
2q#x$

 !
" sS

!
n"1

" #
d~pn"1 ! B

!
n"1~̂Vn"1 & ~Vn"1 " sS

!
n"1~pn xn"1

p

! "
:

#8:21$
After solving (8.21) the pressure at time t ! tn"1 and position

xt
p ! xn"1

p may be evaluated as:

p
!n"1#xn"1

p $ ! p
!n#xn"1

p $ " dp
!n"1: #8:22$

The last step in the FSM is the evaluation of the final velocity at
time t ! tn"1 and position xt

p ! xn"1
p . Using (6.18):

V
!

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! V

b!
n"1#xn"1

p $ & dP
!

n"1#xn"1
p $ Dt

2qp
#8:23$

with

dP
!

n"1 ! rdP
!

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! r(p

!n"1#xn"1
p $ & p

!n#xn"1
p $): #8:24$

The Vector dP
!

n"1 may be calculated in the same way as for P
!

n.
This means discretizing dPn"1 on the domain X by the same FEM
shape functions, dPn"1 ! NTn"1dP

!
n"1 and imposing the equality

Z

Xn"1
N
!

n"1(rdpn"1 & dPn"1)dX ! 0: #8:25$

In matrix notation:
Z

Xn"1
r~Nn"1

p r~N#n"1$T
p dX d~pn"1 !

Z

Xn"1

~Nn"1
p

~N#n"1$T
p dX d~Pn"1 #8:26$

and

d~Pn"1 ! #M
!

n"1$&1 D
!

d~pn"1 #8:27$

with
~~Dn"1 !

Z

Xn"1

~Nn"1r~N#n"1$T dX and M
!

n"1 !
Z

Xn"1

~Nn"1~N#n"1$T dX:

#8:28$

It is interesting to note here the difference between D
!

n"1 and B
!

n.
They are different due to the integration by parts in (8.7) and not
performed in (8.26). However it is convenient to evaluate both
matrices in order to satisfy the natural boundary conditions.

As a summary the X-IVAS method for the N–S equations with
moving mesh reads:

(I) On Meshn evaluate explicitly the viscous and pressure
gradients terms:

~gn & ~Pn;

~gn & ~Pn ! #M
!

n$&1#~~Kn~Vn & ~~Bn~pn &~rn$:

(II) Evaluate explicitly the fractional velocity V
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ and the

new particle position xn"1
p :

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

qpV
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! qpVn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "
dt~gn

&
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "
dt~Pn "

R n"1
n bn xt

p

! "
dt:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

(III) Evaluate pn#xn"1
p $:

pn#xn"1
p $ ! N

!
nT#xn"1

p $p
!n:

(IV) Generate a new Meshn"1 with xn"1
p

(V) Solve implicitly the linear system of equations to obtain the
pressure increment d~pn"1:

L
!

n"1 Dt
2q#x$

 !
" sS

!
n"1

" #
dp
!n"1 ! B

!
n"1V
b!

n"1 & V
!

n"1 " sS
!

n"1p
!n#xn"1

p $:

(VI) Evaluate explicitly the new pressure gradients terms d~Pn"1:

dP
!

n"1 ! #M
!

n"1$&1D
!

n"1dp
!n"1:

(VII) Evaluate explicitly the new velocity Vn"1#xn"1
p $:

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! bVn"1#xn"1

p $ & dP
!

n"1#xn"1
p $ Dt

2qp
:

(VIII) Evaluate the new pressure vector pn"1#xn"1
p $:

pn"1#xn"1
p $ ! pn#xn"1

p $dpn"1:

(IX) Increase the time tn"1 ! tn " Dt, and update the variables:

Vn#xp
n$( Vn"1#xn"1

p $;
pn#xp

n$( pn#xn"1
p $;

go to I:

On the other hand, the X-IVAS method for the N–S equations with
fixed mesh reads:

(I) Evaluate the viscous and pressure gradients vector
(~gn & ~Pn):

~gn & ~Pn ! #M
!

n$&1#K
!

n~Vn & B
!

n~pn & ~rn$:

(II) Evaluate at each particle the fractional velocity V
_

n"1#xn"1
p $

and the new particle position xn"1
p :

xn"t
p ! xn

p "
R n"t

n Vn#xs
p$ds;

qpV
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ ! qpVn#xn

p$ "
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "
dt~gn

&
R n"1

n
~NnT xt

p

! "
dt~Pn "

R n"1
n bn xt

p

! "
dt:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

(III) Project the fractional velocity V̂
_

n"1#xn"1
p $ on a vector V

b!
n"1

with the velocity at the nodes of the fixed mesh #x$:

V̂n"1#xn"1
p $) V

b!
n"1:

(IV) Solve implicitly the linear system of equations to obtain the
pressure increment d~pn"1 on the nodes of the fixed mesh:

L
! Dt

2q#x$

 !

" s S
!

" #

d~Pn"1 ! B
!

V
b!

n"1 & V
!

n"1 " s S
!
~pn:

(V) Evaluate the new pressure gradients vector d~Pn"1:

d~Pn"1 ! #M$
!
&1 D
!

d~pn"1:
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(VI) Evaluate at each particle the new velocity Vn"1#xn"1
p $:

Vn"1#xn"1
p $ ! V̂n"1#xn"1

p $ & ~NT#xn"1
p $d~Pn"1#xn"1

p $ Dt
2qp

:

(VII) Evaluate at each node of the mesh the new velocity vector
~Vn"1:

~Vn"1 ! V
b!

n"1 & d~Pn"1 Dt
2q#x$

:

(VIII) Evaluate at each node of the mesh the new pressure vector
~pn"1

~pn"1 ! ~pn " d~pn"1:

(IX) Increase the time tn"1 ! tn " Dt and update the variables at
the nodes:

~Vn ( ~Vn"1;

~pn ( ~pn"1:

Update also the velocity at the particles:

Vn#xn
p$( Vn"1#xn"1

p $
go to I

It must be noted that for the case homogeneous fluids (e.g.
l !constant and q !constant) with fixed mesh, the matrices
K;M; L;B and D are constant during all the time increments.
However, for heterogeneous fluid flows, some of them (e.g.
K#l$ and L#q$$ must be re evaluated at each time step. For this
reason, the fixed mesh algorithm is very efficient for homogeneous
fluid flows but the advantages become weak for multi-fluid flows
where moving mesh methods are more accuracy.

9. Numerical example for convection–diffusion problems

9.1. Advective transport of a Gaussian hill

There is a simple problem that put in evidence the pathology
that Eulerian approaches suffer solving a pure advective transport
problem. This is the case of a Gaussian hill signal used as initial
condition with no diffusion. The velocity field is a flow rotating
around the center of a square domain. The Gaussian signal is dis-
placed from the center of the domain at a certain radius and its
shape makes the transported signal to have a non-zero value in a
limited region of the domain initially. Time to time the signal
should be transported following circular path lines preserving its

Fig. 9.1. Initial temperature distribution and mesh used.

Fig. 9.2. Solution of the Euler Implicit with Fixed Mesh, after 1, 2 and 3 flow tours (EIFM).

Fig. 9.3. Solution using Fixed Mesh and a Characteristic Method after 1, 2 and 3 flow tours (LFM-C).
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original shape and also its original amplitude. Fig. 9.1 shows the
problem definition.

A 2D finite element mesh will be used with 12,880 nodes and
25,362 triangular elements for representing the fluid velocity and
the temperature distributions. The time step integration will be
chosen in order to have a CFL number bigger than 5 in all the cases
tested. This means that at each time step, a particle may move
through 5 elements. For the Eulerian test a second order integra-
tion in time was performed and the convective terms were stabi-
lized using a Streamline Upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) method
[15].

The following cases will be tested:

1. Euler Implicit with a Fixed Mesh (EIFM).
2. Lagrangian with Fixed Mesh using the Characteristic Methods

(LFM-C).
3. Lagrangian with Moving Mesh and particle position evaluated

by xn"1 ! xn " Vn"1Dt (LMM-1).
4. Lagrangian with Moving Mesh and particle position evaluated

by xn"1 ! xn " Vn"1hDt " Vn#1& h$Dt (LMM-2).
5. Lagrangian with Moving Mesh and particle position following

the streamlines (X-IVAS method) (LMM-X).
6. Lagrangian with Fixed Mesh and particle position following the

streamlines (X-IVAS method) (LFM-X).

Fig. 9.2 shows the results obtained with the Eulerian formula-
tion (EIFM). The top temperature that initially was equal to one,
it is equal to 0.7 after a complete turn of the flow, it is equal to
0.6 after 2 turns and equal to 0.5 after 3 turns.

Due to the numerical diffusion introduced by Eulerian schemes
this signal strongly decays during the first two or three turns dis-
sipating almost all its content. The Eulerian solution improves if
the grid is refined but a very fine mesh is needed to get an accept-
able solution. Even though using Cranck-Nicolson schemes the
solution does not improve significantly.

This example shows the unacceptable numerical diffusion that
the Euler formulation with large time steps and a relative poor
mesh introduces.

We must also note, that the solution with EIFM is implicit be-
cause the explicit solution does not work for a CFL > 1. This means
that this solution is not only inaccurate but it is also expensive
(need to solve a linear system of equation at each time step). Fur-
thermore, the convective terms must be stabilized.

Despite of all this drawbacks of the fixed mesh Eulerian ap-
proach, this is the method more used actually in the literature,
not only to solve convection–diffusion problems but also in mul-
ti-fluid solution using a level-set method to evaluate the interface
position [16].

Fig. 9.4. Solution using Moving Mesh and the X-IVAS method after 1, 2 and 3 flow tours (LMM-X).

Fig. 9.5. Solution using Fixed Mesh and the X-IVAS method after 1, 2 and 3 flow tours (LFM-X).

Fig. 9.6. Instantaneous CFL numbers for the solution with X-IVAS method and
moving mesh.
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Fig. 9.3 shows the solution for a Characteristic Methods as that
explained in Section 2 (Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)). We can see that
this method is also very diffusive. The top temperature that ini-
tially was equal to one, it is equal to 0.6 after a complete tour
of the flow, it is equal to 0.45 after 2 tours and equal to 0.35 after
3 tours.

Despite that Characteristic Method uses the streamlines to fol-
low the particle position, the results are very poor due to the need
of a permanent projection of the temperature of each particle on a
fixed mesh.

We will use now the X-IVAS procedure developed in this paper,
which is an explicit method following the velocity and acceleration
streamlines. We will use both versions: with moving mesh and
with fixed mesh. For the algorithm with fixed mesh, we will intro-
duce particles to improve the projection of the temperature on the
fixed mesh at the end of each time step. As explained before, these
particles will increase the computing time but, as all the evalua-
tions on the particles are explicit, this computing time increase
may not be considered in the case we are using a parallel process-
ing like a GPGPU.

The number of particles introduced at the initial time step was
of 10 particles at each finite element.

Fig. 9.4 shows the results with a moving mesh and Fig. 9.5 with
a fixed mesh. We can see that in both cases there is not any numer-
ical diffusion. The result is exactly the initial temperature after 1, 2
and 3 turns of the flow. Furthermore, the solution was explicit with
a CFL number bigger than 6 in all the time. A plot with the instan-
taneous value of the CFL number for the moving mesh may be seen
in Fig. 9.6.

We understand that this is a very particular example with con-
ductivity equal to zero. This means that the streamline integration
of the acceleration (Eq. (5.7)) is identically zero in this case. How-
ever these comparisons lead us to think that the X-IVAS integration
will produce significant improvements in the solution of all prob-
lems dominated by convection.

The other two Lagrangian cases: LMM-1 and LMM-2, give exact
solution for the temperature distribution as it is expected but they
give errors in the tracking of the particle position. For instance
Fig. 9.7 shows the results for LMM-1 view in a 2D representation
of the same problem. We can see that the initial temperature dis-
tribution moves in a radial way towards the exterior boundary
after each flow turn. (Note the change in the draw scale). LMM-2
gives similar results with fewer errors than LMM-1 in the particle
position.

A first preliminary conclusion looking the results for these sim-
ple problems is that the Lagrangian formulation has a strong apti-
tude to solve advective problems in a more natural way. This can
be observed in the intrinsic simplicity of the code used to solve this
problem. The only thing to care about is the solution of the particle

path lines. The advection step is extremely simple as each particle
conserves its original value.

One explanation of the errors introduced in the Eulerian formu-
lation may be the numerical stabilization needed. Other explana-
tion might be related to the inherent interpolation operator
representing the Eulerian approach. Comparing both formulae we
note that when the streamlines are coincident (or nearly coinci-
dent) with the trajectory, the Lagrangian scheme has not errors
(or has small errors) while the Eulerian formulation has an intrinsic
error depending on the time step and the element mesh size (see
Section 3 and Fig. 3.1 for a detailed explanation of this source of
errors).

Even though these conclusions applies to all Lagrangian meth-
ods, the time integration of the new X-IVAS approach deserves
attention. A rough computation of the time evolution makes the
particles to follow wrong path lines corrupting the solution. This
fact makes the difference between standard approaches like
LMM-1 or LMM-2 against the new proposal following the stream-
lined time integration as LMM-X or LFM-X.

One of the main drawbacks of Lagrangian methods is the prob-
lem that particles crash in between or becomes too close each
other. This limitation is even stricter for moving meshes. This is
not a drawback in case of heterogeneous fluids where particles
may be sown or may be eliminated at each time step. For multi-
fluid flows special strategies may be used in order to save the inter-
face position of the two fluids.

In both, the LMM-X and the LFM-X approaches the diffusion
term in the momentum equation is solved explicitly. For this rea-
son the algorithm becomes conditionally stable with the restric-
tion in the time step according to the Fourier limit. As the
Fourier number is proportional to the smaller distance between
two particles, the explicit integration may become unstable when
two particles come near to each other. To implement this restric-
tion some sort of update the budget of particles may be included
with the following actions:

' One particle is removed when get closer to another at a certain
tolerance.
' One particle is removed when get through the boundaries of the

domain.
' One particle is added when one element becomes bigger than a

mean volume value computed preliminary. This particle is seed
at the element centroid.
' One particle is removed when the triangle generated by Dela-

unay becomes a sliver.

With these actions the remeshing produces a grid with certain
minimal quality for warranting acceptable time step to remain
stable.

Fig. 9.7. Solution using Moving Mesh with and explicit integration of the particle position after 1, 2 and 3 flow tours (LMM-1).
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Also the time step is adaptive according to guarantee that the
Fourier limit is not exceeded.

10. Numerical examples for incompressible Navier–Stokes
problems

10.1. Lid-driven square cavity

The very popular lid driven square cavity [17] for Reynolds
number of 1000 was tested first using a moving and a fixed mesh
method. Even though this example only serves to check its steady
solution it is a good benchmark to evidence the behavior of several
new ideas put in this work, like the following:

' The velocity and acceleration streamline based time integra-
tions, (Eq. (8.13)).
' The point collocation for the whole fractional-step method

unless the Poisson solver, (Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14)).
' The use of a projection on a continuous field of the pressure gra-

dients and also a double projection on a continuous field of the
diffusive terms, (Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5)).
' The adaptive time-step limited only by Fourier number restric-

tion for stability but no for CFL number limits.
' The comparison of the results and computing time using a mov-

ing and a fixed mesh method.

Fig. 10.1 shows the velocity profile at a vertical and horizontal
cuts passing through the origin of the square cavity, using a mov-
ing mesh divided initially with 100 + 100 equal size triangular
elements, compared with Ghia et al. paper [17], established as
the reference for this benchmark where finite differences on
129 + 129 nodes was used.

Fig. 10.2 shows the evolution in time of both stability limits: CFL
and Fourier numbers. We can see that the Fourier number is kept
all the time around one by modifying the time step. Nevertheless,
the CFL number is much greater than one without any stability
problem at all times.

The results with fixed mesh are not presented because they are
identical to the moving mesh from a numerical point of view. Con-
cerning the computational cost, the fixed mesh solution is also
similar to that of the moving mesh test. Even though the cost per
time step of the fixed mesh version is greater than that of the mov-
ing mesh, the time step itself may be enlarged because the stability
of the explicit scheme for the fixed mesh is determined by the Fou-
rier number of the fixed mesh size, instead of the variable size of

the moving mesh version that may be very restrictive when two
particles are very close each other. In this example, fourteen parti-
cles at each element were introduced to obtain an accurate projec-
tion of the particle velocities on the fixed nodes.

Nevertheless, all the treatment of the moving particle is explicit
and then, once the codes will be parallelized, the solution of the
Laplacian equation for the pressure will be the step consuming
more computing time. Probably, the fixed mesh method for homo-
geneous fluids will be more efficient than the moving mesh meth-
od as the generation of a new mesh at each time step will become
the most expensive part after parallelization. On the other hand,
moving mesh algorithm will be probably more efficient for mul-
ti-fluid problems.

10.2. Quasi dam-break problem with an incompressible inviscid fluid

This test was defined in order to produce a solution similar to
the classical dam break problem for free-surface fluid flows but
in this case with only one fluid without a free-surface. To get the
acceleration of one part of the fluid relative to the other, having
both the same transport properties, an initial external body force
is applied only to the fluid placed at the half left part of the domain.

Fig. 10.1. Lid-driven square cavity (a) Middle line vertical velocity. (b) Middle line horizontal velocity.

Fig. 10.2. Lid-driven square cavity. CFL and Fourier numbers evolution.
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This effect is stopped at the first second of simulation. Then, the
left part accelerates downward while the right part becomes quiet,
but immediately the left one pushes this right part and the whole
fluid begins to rotate. Fig. 10.3 show schematically the problem
with the initial source forces. The number of particles at the initial
position was equal to 100 + 100 equal-spaced.

As this test was solved for the inviscid Navier–Stokes equations,
the motion should keep its original motion unless the numerical
diffusion introduced by the numerical method. In other words,
the initial kinetic energy must remain constant.

In Fig. 10.4 the kinetic energy error variation in time is com-
pared between the X-IVAS formulation presented here and a clas-
sical Euler implicit solution with the same mesh and equal time
step. As the problem is inviscid, the variation of the kinetic energy
must be null. Nevertheless, we can see that the Eulerian solution is
very dissipative compared with the Lagrangian one. The error dur-
ing the transient part is one order of magnitude larger in the Eule-
rian formulation than in the Lagrangian one.

This result confirms for Navier–Stokes equations that previous
conclusions obtained when the Gaussian-Hill advective problem
was solved in Section 9, in the sense that X-IVAS formulation is
inherently less dissipative than any Eulerian one.

Fig. 10.5 shows the velocity profile at different time steps. We
can see that the flow is completely non-stationary during the first
10 s. We must wait until t = 18 s. to consider the fluid to be
stationary.

Finally, Fig. 10.6 shows the most important results: the CFL
number evolution for all times. We can see that in spite of this
being an explicit solution, the CFL number is around 20, this means
that at each time step a particle moves through more than 20
elements.

As a summary we can write the following:

' The time step for the X-IVAS approach may be enlarged with a
CFL number much greater than one, demonstrating that this
explicit scheme may be used with larger time steps than a fixed
mesh Eulerian explicit one.

Fig. 10.3. Inviscid quasi-dam break problem.

Fig. 10.4. Inviscid quasi-dam break problem. Comparison of the kinetic energy
error obtained with X-IVAS (PFEM-2 explicit) with a solution obtained using an
Eulerian (implicit) frame with the same mesh and equal time step.

Fig. 10.5. Inviscid quasi-dam break problem. Velocity distribution at time step: t = 0.7 s; t = 1.4 s; t = 2.1 s; t = 4.5 s; t = 6.5 s. and t = 18 s.
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' In the X-IVAS approach the critical time step due to convective
terms is only limited by physical consideration to have an
acceptable error in the result and not for a problem of instabil-
ities when the mesh becomes fine.
' The numerical dissipation in the Lagrangian solution is much

lower than the Eulerian counterpart.

' The algorithm developed has shown to be robust with good per-
spectives to be improved.

10.3. Vortex shedding behind a cylinder

This example involves the flow past a cylinder, a popular bench-
mark problem in computational fluid mechanics. A circular cylin-
der is immersed in a viscous fluid. The Reynolds number is based
on the cylinder diameter D and the prescribed uniform inflow
velocity U. The geometry and boundary conditions are shown in
Fig. 10.7 We set U = 1 m/s. and D = 1 m.

For Reynolds approximately less than 40, two symmetrical ed-
dies develop behind the cylinder. These eddies become unstable
at higher Reynolds numbers and periodic vortex shedding occurs,
leading to the so-called Von Karman vortex street.

The problem was solved with the moving mesh method with
approximately 77,000 particles distributed in the following way:

– For far field elements their sizes are around 0.05–0.11 coars-
ened as the element reaches the external boundary.

Fig. 10.6. Inviscid quasi-dam break problem. CFL number at different time steps.

Fig. 10.7. Vortex shedding. Geometry.

Fig. 10.8. Vortex shedding. Velocity magnitude profile at some time steps.

Fig. 10.9. Vortex shedding. CFL number at different time steps.
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– For elements in the wake their size spread from 0.01 to 0.06
depending on the vertical position around the horizontal sym-
metry axis passing to the cylinder center.

– For elements around the cylinder we have a size distribution
from 0.01 at the cylinder boundary to 0.05 at radius of 1.5 the
cylinder diameter.

Fig. 10.8 shows the velocity profile once the instability occurs
for the case of Reynolds = 1000.

The time step was regulated in order to keep the Fourier num-
ber less than one. The instantaneous Courant number at each time
step is shown in Fig. 10.9. We can see that the Courant number is
around 5. This means a time step about 15 times larger than the
stable time step for standard explicit methods. Figs. 10.10 and
10.11 show the results for the Lift and Drag coefficients.

The Strouhal number is a dimensionless number describing
oscillating flow mechanisms. This number is calculated empirically
for this problem by [18]:

St !
fD
V
! 0:198 1&

19:7
Re

& '
! 0:194;

where f is the vortex shedding frequency, D the cylinder diameter
and Vthe incoming velocity.

It is well known that 2-D simulations tend to over-predict the
Strouhal number while results from 3-D computations are closer
to experimental observations [19–21]. It is also well known that
beyond a Reynolds number of approximately 300 the 3-D effects
in the wake of the cylinder become significant [19]. For this reason
our 2-D results are compared with the Mittal results [19]. Mittal
results were obtained using a very fine mesh and the standard
Eulerian formulation. These are considered the reference solution
for this 2-D problem.

From Fig. 10.10 the Strouhal number for our solution give a va-
lue of St ! 0:2415. This represents a difference of 3.4% with respect
to Mittal (St ! 0:25$. Other standard codes as Open FOAM [22] with
a similar mesh and smaller time step gives a Strouhal number of
St ! 0:2631.

The vertical forces on the cylinder (Lift)) are represented in
Fig. 10.10. The results of X-IVAS (labeled as PFEM-2 in the figure)
with moving mesh were compared with the solution obtained
using OpenFOAM [22] and the reference [19].

The reference amplitude [19] has a value of 1.36 while X-IVAS
(i.e. PFEM-2) amplitude is 1.33. This represents a difference of
2.2%. Using OpenFOAM with the same mesh and a Courant number
smaller than 0.5 with gave amplitude of 1.52 (11.75% of
difference).

Fig. 10.11 shows the time variation of the drag. These values
give a Drag coefficient average of 1.276 and amplitude of ,0:24.
The reference values [19] are 1.48 for the Drag coefficient and
,0:21 for its amplitude. OpenFOAM gives 1.7 for the Drag average
coefficient and ,0:26 for the amplitude.

We consider that these results are encouraging because they are
close to the reference value [19] in which a very fine mesh and a
very small time step are used. In addition, compared with Open-
FOAM using the same mesh refinement, we obtain more accurate
results.

11. Conclusions

Explicit time integration has the big advantage of the easy and
efficient scalability. The big disadvantage is the restricted time step
for stability. Normally very small time steps are necessary in prob-
lems dominated by convection (high Courant number) or in prob-
lems where a boundary layer with very small elements are needed

Fig. 10.10. Vortex shedding. Lift and Strouhal number.

Fig. 10.11. Vortex shedding. Drag Coefficient.
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to obtain acceptable results (high Fourier number). In this paper
we have presented a methodology to keep the time integration ex-
plicit independently of the Courant number. The time step is regu-
lated by accuracy needs, but the method remains explicit and
stable independently of the mesh size providing that the Fourier
number stability limit is not exceeded.

The method is based on moving the particle in a Lagrangian
frame following the velocity and acceleration streamlines. The
method may be used indistinctly either with a moving mesh or
with a fixed mesh. For heterogeneous fluids (multi-fluids) or
free-surface flows, certainly, a moving mesh will be more efficient
and accurate.

The pressure field is solved implicitly to have the possibility to
deal with fully incompressible flows.

We point out once more that the big advantage of the formula-
tion proposed here is the possibility to use large time steps (as in
the implicit solutions) while preserving the explicit solution, at
least for the momentum equations. This simplifies the implemen-
tation of the formulation in parallel computers, improving consid-
erably the CPU time in complex CFD problems.
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Appendix A. Analytical integration following the velocity and
acceleration streamlines

The computation of expression (2.11) may be done in two ways,
discrete or analytically. The former claims for splitting the time
step in sub-steps according to the magnitude of the local velocity
in order to subdivide in more sub-steps at those locations where
the particle is moving faster. The particle moves with a velocity
interpolated linearly with the values of its vertices. At every sub-
step an algorithm detecting the event when the particle changes
of element in the mesh or reach the boundary is used. In the later
method, called the analytic way, we solve an ODE using the veloc-
ity computed at the previous time step assuming a linear interpo-
lation inside each element. With this path we search for the time
and the position where the particle goes through the element
boundary if this condition is satisfied. If not, the particle remains
the entire time step inside the same element and therefore its
pseudo trajectory is computed in a closed form. For searching the
location of the particle crossing an element we use a bisection
algorithm looking for the first barycentric coordinate that becomes
negative. Finally with the pseudo trajectory computed we integrate
the accelerations using the linear interpolation of the acceleration
of the previous time step inside each element. In the following we
explain some details about the analytical implementation.

A.1. Analytical integration following the velocity streamlines

To integrate (2.5) for getting the particle movement we switch
to the equivalent ODE. We describe here how we compute the path
followed by a massless particle starting at a point in an element,
moved by a piecewise linear velocity Vn.

More precisely, we consider the triangle T, descripted by the
coordinates of its vertices X (a matrix where each column

represents one vertex), a linear velocity V (another matrix where
each column represents the velocity at each vertex at the previous
time step), and an initial point k0 (column vector) in barycentric
coordinates. That is, the real world coordinates of the initial point
are obtained multiplying X by k0 i.e., x#0$ ! Xk0. The extension to
3D problems is straightforward.

The goal is to compute the exact path of the particle starting at
x#0$ given by the velocity Vn#x#0$$. If Vn#x$ denotes the velocity at
the point x, then the particle path is the solution to the following
system of ODE
Dx
Dt
! Vn#x#t$$; x#0$ ! Xk0: #A-1$

It is more convenient to work with the barycentric coordinates.
Since x#t$ ! Xk#t$ and Vn#x#t$$ ! Vk#t$, the system reads as:

Dx
Dt
! Dx

Dk

Dk

Dt
! X

Dk

Dt
! Vk#t$; Pk#0$ ! k0: #A-2$

With X ! (x1 x2 x3) and V ! V#x1$ V#x2$ V#x3$ matrices formed
by the coordinates and the velocity of each vertex of the triangle
respectively.

Since k1#t$ " k2#t$ " k3#t$ ! 1 we replace k3#t$ ! 1& k1#t$ & k2#t$
and obtain the following system for the unknown vector

k#t$ ! k1#t$
k2#t$

& '
as

MX
Dk

Dt
! MVk#t$ " V#x3$; k#0$ ! k0; #A-3$

where Mx ! (x1 & x3 x2 & x3) and Mv ! (V#x1$ & V#x3$ Vx2 & Vx3)
are the reduced 2 + 2 matrices representing the interpolation of
the coordinates and the velocities relative to the vertex 3 of the
triangle. If the element is not degenerate MX is invertible and the
problem is equivalently written as
_k#t$ !M&1

X MVk#t$ "M&1
X V#x3$; k#0$ ! k0 #A-4$

or
_k#t$ ! Akk#t$ " bkk#0$ ! k0: #A-5$

The exact solution is given by:

k#t$ ! #etAk & I$A&1
k bk " etAkk0: #A-6$

The question now arises on how to compute #etAk & I$A&1
k in a

fast way. The answer is not so complicated and we resort to the
eigenvalues of Ak from now on called n#Ak$.

There are three cases:

(1) The matrix Ak has two real eigenvalues of multiplicity 1:

Ak ! PDP&1; D !
n1 0
0 n2

( )
: #A-7$

In this case
#etAk & I$A&1

k ! P
f #n1; t$ 0
0 f #n2; t$

( )
P&1 #A-8$

with

f #n; t$ ! t " t2n
2!
" t3n2

3!
" * * * !

ent&1
n if n – 0;

t if n ! 0:

(
#A-9$

(2) The matrix Ak has only one real eigenvalue with multiplicity 2:

Ak ! PDP&1; D !
n 1
0 n

( )
: #A-10$

In this case
#etAk & I$A&1

k ! P
f #n; t$ g#n; t$
0 f #n; t$

( )
P&1 #A-11$
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with f #n; t$ as defined above and

g#n; t$ ! t2

2!
" t3

3!
2n" t4

4!
3n2 " * * * ! @f #n; t$

@n

!
ent#tn&1$"1

n if n – 0;

t if n ! 0:

( #A-12$

(3) The matrix Ak has two complex conjugate eigenvalues a, b.

In this case the (real) Jordan decomposition looks like

Ak ! PDP&1 D !
a b

&b a

( )
#A-13$

and

#etAk & I$A&1
k ! P eat a b

b a

( )
& I

& ' a b

&b a

( )&1

P&1: #A-14$

The evaluation of the eigenvalues is carried out analytically.

A.2. Finding the exit point

With these expressions the analytical path for the linear projec-
tion of the velocity field at the previous time step may be achieved
and also the point where the particle goes through the triangle
boundary if it exists. To find this event we use the popular dichot-
omy method called bisection. This non-linear root finding showed
to be very efficient for most of our examples.

This problem may be mathematically written as:
Find t- such that equation (A-6)

k#t-$ ! #et-Ak & I$A&1
k bk " et-Akk0 ! 0; #A-15$

_k#t ! t-$ < 0: #A-16$

A.3. Analytical integration following the acceleration streamlines

Besides computing the exit point of the particle, or the point
that it arrives at time Dt we want to update the velocity by
computing

DV !
Z t

0
An x#s$# $ds; #A-17$

where the acceleration at previous time step An#x$ is a piecewise
linear field evaluated at an arbitrary point x 2 T. Since An is piece-
wise linear on the mesh, inside the element under consideration,

An x#s$# $ ! A
k1#t$
k2#t$
k3#t$

#######

#######
#A-18$

where A is the matrix whose columns are the values of An at the
vertices of the element. Therefore

DV !
Z t

0
An x#s$# $ds !

Z t

0
A

k1#s$
k2#s$
k3#s$

#######

#######
ds

! A
Z t

0

k1#s$
k2#s$
k3#s$

#######

#######
ds ! A

R t
0 k1#s$ds
R t

0 k2#s$ds
R t

0 k3#s$ds

########

########
: #A-19$

From the above expression of k we can compute these integrals
R t

0 k1#s$ds
R t

0 k2#s$ds

#####

##### !
Z t

0
k#s$d#s$ !

Z t

0
#esAk & I$A&1

k bk " esAkk0

! "
ds

#A-20$

and
Z t

0
k3#s$ds ! t &

Z t

0
k1#s$ds&

Z t

0
k2#s$ds: #A-21$

The main difficulty relies thus in computing

w !
Z t

0
#etAk & I$A&1

k bk " etAk k0

! "
ds: #A-22$

In order to compute it we resort again to the three cases used
before:

(1) The matrix Ak has two real eigenvalues of multiplicity 1:

W ! AP
R t

0 f #n1; s$ds 0

0
R t

0 f #n2; s$ds

" #
P&1bk

"

"
R t

0 en1sds 0

0
R t

0 en2sds

" #
P&1k0

#
#A-23$

with the same function f as before. We notice that
Z t

0
esnds ! f #n; t$ #A-24$

and that
Z t

0
f #n; s$ds ! F#n; t$ !

ent&1
n2 & t

n if n – 0;
t2

2 if n ! 0:

(

#A-25$

Finally,
W!AP

F#n1; t$ 0
0 F#n2; t$

( )
P&1bk"

f #n1;s$ 0
0 f #n2;s$

( )
P&1k0

( )
:

#A-26$

(2) The matrix Ak as only one real eigenvalue with multiplicity
2:

W ! AP
R t

0 f #n; s$ds
R t

0 g#n; s$ds
0

R t
0 f #n; s$ds

" #
P&1bk

"

"
R t

0 e#ns$ds
R t

0 se#ns$ds
0

R t
0 e#ns$ds

" #
P&1k0

#
: #A-27$

We notice that
Z t

0
sensds ! #nt & 1$ent " 1

n2 #A-28$

and that
Z t

0
g#ns$ds ! G#n; t$ !

ent#nt&2$"nt"2
n3 if n – 0;

t3

6 if n ! 0:

8
<

: #A-29$

Finally,

W!AP
F#n; t$ G#n; t$
0 F#n; t$

( )
P&1bk"

f #n; t$ #nt&1$ent"1
n2

0 f #n; t$

" #
P&1k0

" #
:

#A-30$

(3) The matrix Ak has two complex conjugate eigenvalues a" ib.
If we define

Ic
ab#t$ !

Z t

0
eas cos#bs$ds ! eat#b sin#bt$ " a cos#bt$ & a

a2 " b2 ;

#A-31$

Is
ab#t$ !

Z t

0
eas sin#bs$ds ! eat#a sin#bt$ & b cos#bt$ " b

a2 " b2 ;

#A-32$
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we have

W ! AP
Ic
ab#t$ & t Is

ab#t$
&Is

ab#t$ Ic
ab#t$ & t

" #
a b

&b a

( )&1

P&1bk

"

"
Ic
ab#t$ Is

ab#t$
&Is

ab#t$ Ic
ab#t$

" #

P&1k0

#

: #A-33$
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